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In my life I have met highly intelligent people and people of wealth. But people who had
nothing of any qualities beyond what this society assigns them via cultural indoctrination.
Their intelligence is geared for nothing more than the simple liberal, bourgeois attainments.
They are not bad people, but typical people of their age. There is nothing higher for them to
connect with and for them the desire is not there. The very impetuous for change does not
exist within them.
However what is within a person that causes them to reach forth thought the veil of all
values, attitudes and conformities of their time. And look into something deeper, something
mystical and plunge beyond and in the process experience a transmutation of all values,
ideals and constructs of the age in which they are possessed within.
It’s in the soul, there within the meta realm of soul with also dwells within the blood is the
actual value of it all. This is the reason one individual bows their head in obedience to the
authorities of their age and go the way of the silent, complacent masses. But the next
individual desires to go beyond it all. Intelligence of our society is an animal thing in an
animal age. It’s the intelligence that comes from the awakened soul, the transcendental
aspects of one’s own being, and their consciousness that the real truth and value is

discovered. This is why our social model is decided on pulling people into external modality
of materialism and anti-spiritualism. Even the pseudo spiritualism of our age is nothing but
simply repacked liberal bourgeois thinking with exotic trappings.
Today a new race is dawning the race for which the soul, is the distinctive reason and source
of all qualities. And a New Order built on this eternal principal of soul. If I point to what is
within you and finding nothing of quality, just darkness and meaningless. That is what
matters and you will be placed were you belong in accordance in spiritual, social hierarchy.
On the bottom even if it’s while you are sitting high up on sacks of gold.
The perfection of society is the perfection of the soul. The supreme order of life is the
supreme order of the soul.
A look into another world:
The Pagan society was structured on the levels of quality of the soul. With the most
advanced souls at the top. The Pharaoh was a highly ascended master who was the High
Priest of the Djedhi order. Once a year he would initiate the new comers in the order with
Shaktipat as part of his official role. The ancient texts mention the adoration paid the
Pharaoh was a legitimate out pouring of joy and love from being in the presence of his Shakti
that is the sign in the Vedic system of an advanced Guru. The Hittite Ambassador stated he
fainted in the presence of the Pharaoh's energy upon his first encounter with him. And by
just being in the constant presence of the Pharaoh in court became highly enlightened from
the Shaktipat it brought.
This is why the Pharaoh wore the crown of the ascended serpent. It symbolizes the fully
opened third eye and crown chakra and the super conscious state. Only Pharaoh could make
a law and such a law was based on a natural reality on the subtle plane that forms and
governs its principal downward into more dense materialization of its principals. The
Serpents, the ascendant class of Egypt ran all social institutions and taught astrology as a key
science and used it such for help in all matters of those who consulted them. Marriages
were also arranged based on such.
The Pharaoh was responsible for the well-being of all his People and in maintaining the
tradition of enlightened order. The Egyptians stated their culture came from the Gods and
any alteration of it was blasphemous as it would cause a loss of transcendental knowledge.
The goal of life in Egypt from the Tomb texts are to cultivate the body of light the celestial
body by the practices of serpent power Yoga and ascend. To raise the serpent fully and open
the eye of Osiris and become a knower of truth and divine bliss. That was so important they
left us massive temples of stone to impart this information into and put all their most sacred
information of this process onto golden tablets as gold does not decay with time. That was
the value of material gold as a tool of transmission of spiritual knowledge to all generations
of the world. There is a Temple found in Egypt from the time of the Pharaoh's built by a High
Priest who as the Steele stated achieved the full ascension of the soul. The literal Magnum
Opus and in gratitude left this temple so others many obtain instruction and enlightenment
of the soul.
That is the order of life Satan and the Gods brought to earth. And will be restored to the
earth once again in the coming age of Satan.

